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1 The Shakespeare Service, 1807-1811. Chamberlains Worcester, attrib. Humphrey Chamberlain, Jr.
Among the rich ceramic holdings of the Los Angeles subsequent research. Neither did the study group in- 
County Museum of Art is the Wells Collection of elude later Victorian wares, the continuation of a tradi- 
English porcelain, consisting primarily of superbly tion past its heyday, 
painted, Regency period Derby and Worcester. The star
of the Wells Collection is a dessert service known as the The earliest examples located were once part of a
Shakespeare Sendee, given by Walter T. Wells, Jr. in Worcester tea service from about 1780, decorated with
1958 (Plate 1). Made at the Chamberlains factory bet- famous players in theatrical roles.1 Only three of the
ween 1807 and 1811, the service is named for its forty- nine surviving pieces depicted Shakespearean roles. The
two hand-painted scenes from twenty-nine of decoration differed considerably from the tableaux
Shakespeare’s plays. Complete except for three plates, depicted on the Shakespeare Service and related cabinet
the sendee includes two ice pails, two cream bowls, one pieces. For example, the tea set presented only the
comport or centre, two heart-shaped dishes, two figures against the white porcelain, without background
diamond-shaped dishes known as ‘ends’ in the period, scenes or identifications. Later research confirmed that
four square dishes, four shell-shaped dishes, and twenty- while this service was among the earliest instances of
one plates. Underneath most of the pieces careful Shakespearean painting on English porcelain, its genre
calligraphic script identifies the play, act, scene and was theatrical, and distinct from the study group,
quotation (Plate 2). The service had traditionally been
attributed to Humphrey Chamberlain, Jr., as a special The next occurrence of Shakespearean scenes on English 
commission for the Prince of Wales. porcelain was another Worcester service, the so-called 

King of Hanover service by the Chamberlains factor)'.2 
Shakespearean iconography was not unique to this ser- Dating from about 1795 to 1798, this royal service 
vice. A number of Shakespearcan-paintcd Worcester 
cabinet pieces survive from the same period, many with 
scenes identical to those observed in the service (Plate 
3). In researching the Wells Shakespeare Sendee, the 
author studied this entire group of wares, hoping to un
cover the cultural context of the Shakespearean 
iconography, as well as documentation for the service r 
itself. Why were Shakespearean scenes popular design 
sources? How commonly did they occur on services and 
cabinet pieces? Were they confined to the Worcester fac
tories? What were the print sources for these scenes?
This article will first examine evidence specific to the 
service itself, and then treat the more general questions 
of cultural context.
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:Researching these questions required assembling a study 

group of all known Shakespcarcan-paintcd English ^ 
porcelains from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries. Figures and transfer-printed tiles were exclud
ed as a separate phenomenon, a decision borne out by-

2 Detail of mark and inscription on .t Plate from the 
Shakespeare Service, 1807- 1811. Chamlx i lains Worcester. 
8/2 inches in diameter. For obverse s<-. Plate 7.
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iolanus’. Most pieces were priced over seven guineas. 
As a comparison, one could buy a nice forty-piece 
dessert service for thirty guineas. Indeed in the same 
1813 entry with the thirty-one guinea ‘Coriolanus’ plate, 
two other plates of identical shape and form were record
ed: one painted with ‘flowers all over’ for three guineas, 
three shillings, and one in fawn and gold, in a standard 
pattern, for ten shillings, six pence.7 Such a disparity 
in prices for the same form was accounted for by the 
decorator’s labour. For example, the famous ‘Madon
na and Child’ cabinet plate in the collections of the 
Dyson-Perrins Museum cost forty-two guineas.8 
Whether from Shakespeare or Raphael, these scenes re
quired the time-consuming labours of a highly skilled 
professional china painter.

3 Cabinet Cup with Cover and Stand, 1807-1811 depicting 
John Philip Kemble as Cardinal VVolscy in scene from King 
Henry VIII. Chamberlains Worcester, Humphrey 
Chamberlain, Jr. (signed). 6 inches in height.

depicted scenes not only from Shakespeare, but from 
Cervantes and Milton as well as classical mythology. 
The depiction of scenes, not just figures, and script iden
tifications underneath the pieces related this service to 
the study group, making its Shakespearean pieces the 
earliest examples of the genre. The pale, translucent 
palette of the decoration, and the late eighteenth-century 
shanked shapes of the service predated the brilliant opa
que colours and Regency shapes encountered in the re
mainder of the study group.

•|

All of the other pieces in the group dated between 1807 
and about 1820. Most of the surviving examples were 
made at the Chamberlains factory. 
Shakespeare dessert service made at Derby around 
1820, seems to have been a related but isolated occur
rence.4

_
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4 Dessert Dish from the Shakespeare Service with portrait 
of John Philip Kemble in the role of Coriolanus, 1807-1811. 
Chamberlains Worcester, attrib. Humphrey Chamberlain, 
Jr. 8 inches square.

Clearly the heart of the tradition was Worcester, and 
apparently the Chamberlains factory. No Flight & Barr 
account books survived to corroborate this conclusion, 
but the Chamberlains books provided important data.5 
The records were not continuous for the period in ques
tion, but between 1811 and 1820 they cited forty-seven 
objects ‘painted from Shakespeare’, or identified with 
the actual Shakespearean characters. Some of the en
tries corresponded to specific objects in the study group, 
but many did not, indicating that actual production of 
Shakespearean forms was certainly greater than forty- 
seven objects. No Shakespearean dessert services were 
recorded: without exception the entries described 
cabinet pieces.*'

Prices for an individual piece ranged from four guineas, 
four shillings for a pair of match pots, to thirty-one 
guineas, ten shillings for a plate painted with ‘Cor-

Without an entry for the Shakespeare Service, one can 
only guess at the original price. ‘The Coriolanus’ plate 
invoiced at thirty-one guineas, ten shillings was probably 
comparable to a square dessert dish in the service, 
painted with the same subject (Plate 4). If the sendee 
was invoiced at about thirty guineas per piece, then it 
would have cost more than 1200 guineas. Even the most 
lavish dessert sendees in the accounts rarely cost more 
than 100 guineas. This 1200 guinea estimate might be 
low, since it may not allow for the elaborate gilding on 
the service. The ‘Coriolanus’ plate used for computa
tions might not have been gilded. The forty-one guinea 
‘Madonna and Child’ plate, for example, has minimal 
gilding on the rim.
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The account books recorded Shakcspcarcan-paintcd Virtually all the evidence points to the Prince as the like- 
porcelains no earlier than 1811, but the Shakespeare ly patron of the service, save one final clue. An addi- 
Scrvicc probably predates that reference because it con- tional mark is inscribed on only one plate in the service, 
sistcntly bears the script mark used between 1807 and ‘E Ring/ 9 Bridge Street/ Bristol.’ Elizabeth Ring was 
1811, advertising the patronage of the Prince of Wales one of Chamberlain’s best retailers in the West Coun- 
and the Duke of Cumberland (Plate 2). The mark was try. H Unless the mark was an error (perhaps the 
altered in 1811 to reflect the Prince’s new title as Regent. calligrapher confused one plate from the service with 
Since many of the pieces in the study group illustrate another batch), Ring must have ordered the service for 
scenes in common with the sendee, one wonders if the her shop, or for a private client. R. W. Binns was un- 
scn’icc was not the trend-setting commission. (Sec Plates doubtedly referring to the service and this mark when
3 and 7.) After its completion, it would have been he noted in 1877,‘Ring of Bristol was agent for Messrs,
natural for the factory to reuse the print sources on other Chamberlain from 1796, and many rich services were
pieces. Certainly the sendee seems to have been a uni- executed for them; we have recently seen one with
que commission, and its price commensurate with its Shakespeare subjects painted by H. Chamberlain.

Henry Sandon has suggested that Ring ordered the ser
vice as an advertisement for her shop. If so, it was an 
expensive form of advertising. Perhaps the Prince 
ordered it through Ring when he visited the West Coun
try in 1807.
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reputed patron, the Prince of Wales.

The evidence in support of this conjecture remains 
frusiratingly circumstantial. The Royal Collections con
tain nothing similar to the sendee, nor is it recorded 
in the Royal Archives.9 The service’s provenance is 
traceable only to Viscount Leverhulme, from whose 
estate it was sold in New York in 1926.10 Around 1900, 
the sendee was mentioned on a time-line of famous 
Worcester porcelains, compiled by Mr. J. Haywood, 
first curator of the Dyson-Perrins Museum. Haywood 
described ‘a dessert service painted with Shakespearean 
subjects by W. Chamberlain for the Prince Regent.’11 
Gregor Norman-Wilcox, founding decorative arts 
curator at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 
published the service in 1959, and cited a 1911 letter 
by Thomas Chamberlain, nephew of the famous 
painter, Humphrey Chamberlain, Jr., in which Thomas 
remarked, ‘one small dessert sendee painted with sub
jects from Shakespeare by my uncle for the Prince 
Regent cost the latter 4,000 pounds, 
ly, Norman-Wilcox did not cite the letter’s location, so 
this reference remains unverified. The price is more than 
double the estimates made earlier, leading one to 
wonder if the original service was eighty-two pieces, as 
was customary with royal dessert services.

An earlier but less conclusive reference was included 
in an 1810 History of Worcester by F. C. Laird. Laird 
described visiting the Chamberlains factory, and noted 
‘some of Humphrey Chamberlain, Jr.’s works on a ser
vice for the Prince Regent, being copies from historical 
engravings, of English History, are exquisite both in 
the outline, and the brilliance of the colouring’.13 
Laird’s description might refer to the Shakespeare Ser
vice, for many of Shakespeare’s plays were historically 
derived, and no known royal service seems appropriate.

Laird, Binns and Thomas Chamberlain all mentioned 
Humphrey Chamberlain, Jr. as the painter of the ser
vice. This attribution was borne out by comparison of 
the painting on the service with signed examples of 
Chamberlain’s work. A Dyson-Perrins Museum cabinet 
cup with a scene from Love’s Labour Lost and a cabinet 
cup in the Wells Collection with a scene from King Henry 
VIII (Plate 3) were signed by Chamberlain and painted 
with scenes matching two in the Shakespeare Service 
(see Plate 7). While the colours varied, the hand ap
peared to be the same. An identical hand also inscrib
ed the calligraphic quotations on all of the pieces, and 
on other signed pieces by the artist. This may have been 
Chamberlain’s hand, or that of a special calligrapher.16

1

2

>12 Unfortunate-
Turning from the service itself to more general ques
tions of cultural context, one wonders if the 
Shakespearean porcelains were related to a resurgence 
of Shakespeare on the English stage in the early nine
teenth century. Indeed some of the players depicted on 
the porcelains seemed recognizable as known actors and 
actresses of the period.17 Shakespeare had been restored 
to recognition on the English stage by David Garrick 
in the 1760’s, and had remained consistently popular 
throughout the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen
turies. There was nothing specific to explain the oc
curence of the porcelains.

The print sources provided an explanation for the por
traits of contemporary players. More than two-thirds 
of the scenes noted in the study group came from one 

Additional circumstantial evidence was provided by a published source, the same source for all but four of the
special pattern book compiled by the Chamberlains fac- forty-two scenes found in the Shakespeare Service. The
tory in 1811 for the Prince Regent, and now in the col- source was an 1806 illustrated edition of Shakespeare’s
lections of the Worcester Royal Porcelain Works. plays published by George Kearsley. The Kearsley
Included among the patterns was the elaborate gilt engravings portrayed each Shakespearean scene above
border pattern of the Shakespeare Service (see Plate 8). a plinth on which was inscribed the identification of the
However this border pattern is not unique to the ser- scene, and the appropriate quotation. These inscriptions
vice; it occurs on other Chamberlains and even Flight corresponded directly to those on the porcelains, line
& Barr pieces. The pattern might have been introdu- for line (Plates 2 and 5).
ced on this service for the Prince, but it might also have 
been an existing luxury border pattern. To illustrate the Shakespearean plays, Kcarsley’s
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5 Engraving of Cardinal Wolsey in King Henry VIII 1803; 
by Dclatre after de Loutherbourg and published by George 
Kearsley in 1806 as an illustration for an edition of 
Shakespeare. See Plate 6.

6 Drawing of Cardinal Wolsey in King Henry VIII, about 
1785, from the Turner Shakespeare (vol. 32, p.70) by Philip 
dc Loutherbourg (1740-1812).

engravers had copied drawings or paintings by well- 
known British artists such as Thomas Stothard, Philip 
de Loutherbourg, John Thurston, Thomas Uwins, and 
Samuel de Wilde. Most of the engravings were faithful 
to the originals, but in some instances the engravers had 
altered the facial features of the characters to corres
pond to known actors and actresses. In these instances 
the engraver had identified the players’ names above 
the print. For example, the Kearsley engraving for Car
dinal Wolscy in King Henry VIII (Plate 5) was copied 
from a drawing by Philip de Loutherbourg (Plate 6) but 
the Cardinal’s features were altered, and the actor’s 
identity, ‘Mr Kemble’ (John philip Kemble), engrav
ed above the image. The Kearsley version appears on 
three pieces in the study group (sec Plate 3), including 
a plate in the Shakespeare service (Plate 7). Ten early 
nineteenth-century players were thus depicted on the 
Shakespearean porcelain.18 Since the porcelain 
calligrapher did not copy the portrait designations from 
the Kearsley prints, one can surmise that the motiva
tion for these porcelains was not theatrical.

Heath, Longman, and Tegg, between 1798 and 1812. 
Two of the non-Kearsley scenes in the Shakespeare Ser
vice were copies of theatrical portraits, John Philip Kem
ble as Coriolanus (Plate 4) and Hamlet, the latter by 
Thomas Lawrence. Engravings of these famous portraits 
must have been readily available, but in neither instance 
was Kemble identified on the porcelain copies.

The impetus for the Shakespearean porcelains lay, not 
in theatrical history, but in art history. British art in 
the late eighteenth century was generally considered in
ferior to continental efforts, particularly in the highest 
category, history painting. These heroic, classical or 
mythological scenes were regarded as the greatest 
challenge to the artist’s skills. Portraits, landscapes, and 
still-lifes were much admired, but considered secondary 
to history painting. British painters has not made a 
name for themselves in this area; indeed the most pro
minent artists of the period, Reynolds, Lawrence and 
Romney for example, were best known as portraitists.

British painters who did aspire to history painting in
creasingly selected native themes. The Napoleonic Wars 
fanned British patriotism and painters glorified British

The few non. -Kearsley images in the study group came 
from simil e editions of Shakespeare’s plays with 
engravings, published byj. Boydcll, E. Harding, J.
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great talents of (our) principal painters, yet they have 
said, with some severity, and, I am sorry to say, with 
some truth, that the abilities of our best Artists arc 
chiefly employed in painting Portraits of those who, 
in less than half a century, will be lost in oblivion 
- While the noblest part of the Art -

is much
neglected ... no subjects seem so proper to form 
an English school of Historical Painting, as the scenes 
of the immortal Shakespeare.20

HISTORICAL PAINTING

Boydcll’s success inspired other engravers to follow suit; 
Kcarslcy’s edition appeared three years later in 1806, 
and the market supported several other editions.21 
Boydcll’s project resulted in an avid market for 
Shakespearean images, whether on canvas, paper, or 
porcelain.

Without doubt, the Shakespearean porcelains resulted 
from this increased popularity for Shakespearean art. 
The Wells Dessert Service was perhaps a special com
mission which facilitated the ensuing cabinet pieces. If 
it was ordered by the Prince, it would have been

7 Detail of a Plate from the Shakespeare Service depicting 
John Philip Kemble as Cardinal Wolsey in a scene from 
King Henry VIII, 1807-1811. Chamberlains Worcester, at- especially influential as a trend-setting phenomenon, 
trib. Humphrey Chamberlain, Jr. 8'/2 inches in diameter.

In light of these events Laird’s comments in his History 
heroes and characters. Shakespeare was rich in native of Worcester seem far more pointed when he noted ‘Hum-
subject matter suitable for the age of romanticism, which phrey Chamberlain Jr., at work on a service for the
delighted in emotion-laden spectacles, whether horri- Prince Regent, copied from historical engravings of
ble and sublime, or sentimental and beautiful.19 This English history...’ The historical engravings of
was the age of artists like Fuseli, Blake and Turner. English history were almost certainly Shakespearean.

Shakespeare’s position relative to British art was The links between English porcelain and art history are
specifically sanctioned by a business venture in 1789. not confined to the Shakespearean porcelains. They can
In 1787 the famous publisher and patron of British be found on almost any of the period’s finest porcelains,
engravers, John Boydell, devised a plan to launch a na- which frequently portrayed landscapes, still lifes, spor-
tional school of British history painting by opening a ting scenes, history paintings and even portraits. By the
special gallery' in London. To insure the British nature late eighteenth-century, fine porcelain was regarded as
of the endeavour, the gallery was to be devoted to scenes a ‘canvas’ for superb painting, in contrast to the earlier
from Shakespeare’s plays, and was appropriately na- regard for its alluring white body. The ceramic painters
med, the Shakespeare Gallery. Boydell commissioned borrowed subjects from their counterparts in the fine
Britain’s finest artists to provide paintings, a move arts, often copying directly from engravings. Patrons
which prompted others to submit works for inclusion. purchased these exquisite works as cabinet pieces, ob-
When the gallery opened in 1789, it included paintings jects conveying taste and status,
by Reynolds, Romney, West, Northcote, Wheatley and
Fuseli, among others. The gallery’s critical acclaim pa- The same hierarchy operating in the fine arts must also
ved the way for the commercial phase of Boydell’s plan, have applied to ceramic painting, with figure painting ;
the sale of engravings copied from the paintings. In 1802 requiring greater skill than still lifes and landscapes.
Boydell released a magnificent, illustrated ‘national’ edi- History painting would have been the highest challenge
tion of Shakespeare, followed in 1803 by a collection to the ceramic painter, requiring him to achivc emo-
of 100 prints engraved after paintings in the gallery. A tional drama as well as realism. As a copyist, he 
few of the porcelains in the study group have scenes spared compositional decisions, but his colour transla- 
copied from this edition. tions from the engravings had to recapture the sublime

or beautiful emotions of the original (sec Plate 8).

i

was

In the introduction to the Collection of Prints, Boydcll’s 
nephew, Josiah, noted that England was a country 
‘where Historical Painting is still but in its infancy’. He 
stated his purpose as follows:

English porcelainsHistory painting first occurred on 
in the late eighteenth century. The earliest examples 
portrayed classical themes, appropriate to the age of 
ncoclassicism, as seen in the King of Hanover service. 

‘To advance that art towards maturity, and establish That service also contained score from Milton, no
an English School of Historical Painting . . . doubt inspired by the same pain ism that elevated
Though foreigners have . . . readily admitted the Shakespearean iconography. Nunn -ms cabinet pieces

14



English porcelains were undoubtedly influenced by con
tinental efforts in adopting this art historical attitude 
towards ceramic decoration. The same analogies in 
French porcelains predate their English counterparts. 
The paramount example is the Sevres Louis XVI ser
vice, commissioned by the King in 1785 to be the 
superlative production of the factory. The service was 
painted not with flowers or landscapes, but with history 
paintings of classical and mythological scenes.

In conclusion, the Shakespearean porcelains arc specific 
proof of the strong relationship between ceramic pain
ting and the fine arts in the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries. The whole genre of history pain
ting on porcelain was considered the apogee of the china 
painter’s art, and examples commanded premium prices 
of wealthy patrons. Roughly converted into current 
prices, the ‘Madonna and Child’ plate would cost in 
the neighbourhood of 4000 pounds sterling. If the 
Shakespeare Service was originally 4000 guineas, its pro
duction today would cost closer to 400,000 pounds sterl
ing. These exquisitely painted cabinet pieces were quite 
literally the equivalent of oil paintings on porcelain.8 Plate from the Shakespeare Service depicting a scene from 

King Richard III (the Duke of Clarence dreams he is in Hell), 
1807-1811. Chamberlains Worcester, attrib. Humphrey 
Chamberlain, Jr. 8!4 inches in diameter.

Footnotes

1 See Babette Craven and Ian Lowe, ‘The Worcester 
Theatrical Tea Service,’ English Ceramic Circle Transactions, 
Vol. X, part V, pp. 272-292.

2 Sec Geoffrey A. Godden, Chamberlain-Worcester Porcelain 
1788-1852, London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1982, pp. 89-90.

3 The study group consisted of sixty-eight pieces; thirty-eight 
in the Shakespeare Service, twenty-three additional 
Chamberlains examples, and seven Flight & Barr pieces, 
from the Barr, Flight & Barr, or Flight Barr & Barr periods. 
The author hopes that this article will serve to identify fur
ther examples, and welcomes knowledge of them.

4 The author is grateful to Anton Gabszewicz and John Twit- 
chett for information about the Derby service. See John 
Twitchett, Derby Porcelain, London: Barrie & Jenkins, 1980, 
pp. 276-277.

s The author is grateful to the Worcester Royal Porcelain 
Works, for their gracious and unlimited access to the ac
count books. In particular, she would like to thank Henry- 
Frost, Curator of the Dyson-Perrins Museum, for his in
valuable assistance.

6 The accounts recorded eighteen vases or ornaments, three 
chocolate cups, five match pots, sixteen cabinet cups or cans, 
four root pots, and one plate.

7 Book 90, p. 408, Chamberlains account books, Dyson- 
Perrins Museum, Worcester.

8 See Godden, pp. 190-191.
* The author is grateful to Mrs. Julia Harland, Assistant to 

The Surveyor of The Queen’s Works of Art, for her 
assistance.

10 The Art Collections ojthe Late Viscount Leverhulme, Part Three: 
Porcelains, The Anderson Galleries, New York, February- 
20, 1926, lot 100.

11 The time-line is still on display in the galleries of the Dyson- 
Perrins Museum, Worcester.

9 Bough Pot with 'Jupiter & Calista’. Chamberlains 
Worcester, about 1795. 5 inches in height.

survive from the last decade of the nineteenth century, 
inscribed with titles like: ‘Cornelia, Mother of Grac
chi’, ‘Jupiter and Calista’ (Plate 9) and many others, 
painted by painters like Thomas Baxter, Stanley Wood, 
Humphrey Chamberlain, Jr. and others.” The earliest 
examples ul the genre have a pale translucent palette, 
less suited to the subject matter than the brilliant col
ours of the period, 1805-20, in which the finest ex
amples wvu produced. This was the period that 
produced nut only the Shakespearean porcelains, but 
works like the ‘Madonna and Child' plate, and other 
mastorpie* rs ol ceramic painting.
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11 Gregor Norman-Wilcox, ‘The Shakespeare Service,’ Los 
Angeles County Museum Bulletin of the Art Division, vol. X, no. 
2 (1959), pp. 3-8.

1J Laird’s history is quoted in an unpublished manuscript in 
the collections of the Dyson-Pcrrins Museum, Worcester.
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p. 225.
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" Ten different players were depicted in nine of the Kearslcy 
prints: George Frederick Cooke as Shylock in The Merchant 
of Venice and as Timon in Timon of Athens; John Philip Kem
ble as Cardinal Wolsey in King Henry VIII; Stephen Kem
ble as Falstaffin both The Merry Wives of Windsor and King 
Henry IV Part I; the Johnstons as Aegeon and Acmilia in 
The Comedy of Errors; Charles Kemble as King Henry IV 
in King Richard II; Mr. Wroughton as the Duke of Aumcrle 
in King Richard II; William Barrymore as Hubert in King 
John; and Mr. Lewis and Mrs. Gibbs as Petruchio and Kate 
in The Taming of the Shrew.

19 Edmund Burke had legitimized the sublime as suitable ar
tistic subject matter in his 1757 publication, A Philosophical 
Inquiry into the Origins of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful.

20 Collection of Prints. From Pictures Painted for the Purpose of Il
lustrating the Dramatic Works of Shakespeare by the Artists of Great 
Britain, London: printed by W. Bulmer and Co. for John 
and Josiah Boydell, 1803. For reprint see A. E. Santaniello’s 
The Boydell Shakespeare Prints, New York & London: Ben- 
jamn Blom, Inc., 1968.

11 For a checklist of Shakespearean engravings see Shelly M. 
Bennett, ‘Eighteenth-Century Book Illustration to 
Shakespeare; A Catalogue of the Turner Shakespeare in 
the Henry E. Huntington Collection,’ a Master’s thesis for 
the University of California, Los Angeles, 1975. The author 
is grateful to Ms. Bennett for her aid in researching this 
article.

21 See Godden, p. 175 for a discussion of classical subjects 
on Chamberlains porcelain as recorded in the account 
books.
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